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tax avoidance and tax havens undermining democracy - the loss to society by tax evasion and corporate crime by some
of the wealthiest multinational companies and individuals is enormous this page explores issues such as tax avoidance tax
shelters transfer pricing corporate welfare and more, communities voices and insights washington times - after just
finishing the revealing book by michael pillsbury the hundred year marathon which outlines in frightening detail the slow but
deadly quest of china to dominate the united states, research and analysis imolin - introduction the major money
laundering cases coming to light in recent years share a common feature criminal organizations are making wide use of the
opportunities offered by financial havens and offshore centres to launder criminal assets thereby creating roadblocks to
criminal investigations, the 35 percent corporate tax myth itep - profitable corporations are subject to a 35 percent federal
income tax rate on their u s profits but many corporations pay far less or nothing at all because of the many tax loopholes
and special breaks they enjoy this report documents just how successful many fortune 500 corporations have been at using
loopholes and special breaks over the past eight years, plutocracy cartel global elite ruling elite global - the plutocracy
cartel an entrenched global elite of vast wealth has spread its tentacles over the earth wielding extraordinary power over
world affairs, liz farmer governing magazine state and local - liz farmer staff writer as governing s public finance reporter
liz covers state and local budgets pensions and other public sector fiscal issues, article expired the japan times - the
article you have been looking for has expired and is not longer available on our system this is due to newswire licensing
terms, global currency reset rv news galactic friends - nobody bothered the bones they had lain their undisturbed for
years finally in 1941 the mystery was solved sort of even now paleontologists debate what caused the 80 mile corridor
known as the bermuda triangle of dinosaur bones, bermuda s international and local companies and limited - 165 web
files a regularly updated gazetteer overall an in depth description of our island s internally self governing british overseas
territory 900 miles north of the caribbean 600 miles east of north carolina usa, jim rogers warns you better run for the
hills shtf plan - well known investor jim rogers who made his fortune during the 1970 s crisis by investing in commodities
like precious metals has long warned about the calamity faced by not just america but the world as a whole, treason c i a
deep state owns silicon valley - the coin of the realm in the clinton bush obama shadow government has been bribery
blackmail money laundering pay to play insider tips influence peddling staged crises false flags threats and murder,
indoctrination displaces education part two - the education issues page is a discussion of what s wrong with public
education in america today with an emphasis on the liberalism and political correctness involved in public education the
quality of education is going down while the price keeps going up, directory of songs learningfromlyrics org - a b c d e f
g h i j r s z a abernant 1984 85 by the mekons a tribute to miners and the british miners strike of 1984 the wind and the rain
beat on his fair, world s best top luxury providers services top 350 - bilderberg club founded in 1954 bilderberg is an
annual conference designed to foster dialogue between europe and north america every year between 120 150 political
leaders and experts from industry finance academia and the media are invited to take part in the conference
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